IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS
Dear riders,

Due to the ongoing COVID situation ant the current measures, traveling without a corona test
is not permitted. This must not be older than 48h and must be confirmed in writing by a doctor,
pharmacy or test centre. Both tests (rapid test and PCR) are permitted. People who have
already received both vaccinations and the second one is older than 14 days will receive
access without corona test. Please bring your vaccination card! Also people who have
contracted COVID in the last 6 months and have fully recovered will also have access to the
site without a test ; a written confirmation of recovery is also required here.

Furthermore, a mask is required, rigorously in waiting areas such as restaurants, show office
or sanitary facilities. All common medical masks are allowed.

Please inform yourself in good time about all applicable measures in Switzerland and the
canton of Vaud, including the return travel regulations in your home country.

We also ask you to avoid gatherings in all areas around the stable tents, gastronomy, training
and show areas.
No unnecessary groupings in the entire area of facility → in the Kanton Vaud, 4 people are
currently allowed inside and 6 people outside to sit together at one table.
Please ensure that there is always enough distance, even when riding. There are still isolated
cases of herpes.

For all foreign horses are needed:
-

Health papers (TRACES)

-

Negative Coggins Test not older than 30 days

-

Equine Health Self-Certification Form (attached)
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Procedure for arrival
1. Arrival at stable tents (parking instructions must be followed urgently)
2. Control of the corona test/vaccinations, submission of the contact details of all persons
(please bring all documents in written and printed form!)
3. Unloading the horses
4. Control of all horses, passports, health papers, Coggins test, chip and temperature
5. Issuing of wristband to all riders/grooms/trainers/helper → only people with wristbands
are allowed to stay on the entire facility
6. The following rule applies to accompanying persons / riders: 1 horse = 1 groom; 2 horses
= 1 groom; 3 horses = 2 grooms; 4 horses = 2 grooms
7. Allocation of the stables, unloading equipment and stabling
8. Allocation of the truck/trailer parking space (the instructions of the stewards must always
be followed)

In the event of symptoms or abnormalities of people or horses, we reserve the right to refer
them to the facility and to initiate further measures!

Arrival times
Wednesday 23.06.2021 and Thursday 24.06.2021 from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Emergency numbers
- Danièle Vogg (Sports director) : 004916090414021
- Dominik Burger (Sports director) : 0041793783752
- Antonia Müller (Veterinaire): 0041794634728
- Annick Josuran (Manager des écuries) : 0041788153676

For a successful event and smooth process, we ask you to adhere to all applicable rules. We
are happy to be able to organize a great event and hope for a good success!

Good Luck !
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